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Abstract
Between 1963 and 1979 the edge-isoperimetric problem was solved on the graphs of all
regular convex polytopes except the four-dimensional one with 600 vertices. We present a
solution of that last remaining problem, based on a combination of theory and computer cal-
culation.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The edge-isoperimetric problem
A graph, G = (V ,E, ∂), consists of a vertex-set V , edge-set E and boundary-
function ∂ : E → (V2) which identifies the pair of vertices incident to each edge. For
any graph G and S ⊆ V , we define
(S) = {e ∈ E : ∂(e) = {v,w}, v ∈ S and w /∈ S},
and call it the edge-boundary of S. Then given a graph G and k ∈ Z+, the (exterior)
edge-isoperimetric problem (EIP) is to minimize |(S)| over all S ⊆ V such that
|S| = k.
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In 1963 Kruskal [15] published a solution of the minimum shadow problem (MSP)
for faces of all dimensions in a d-dimensional simplex. For any regular solid, the EIP
is equivalent to the MSP for the one-dimensional faces (the graph) of the complex.
The graph of a simplex is complete so its EIP is trivial. Harper [7] and Katona [14]
rediscovered Kruskal’s result independently. Also in 1963, Lehman [17] proved a
theorem about circular rearrangements of real numbers which is equivalent to the
solution of the EIP on regular n-gons. In 1964 Harper [6] solved the EIP for the
graph of the d-dimensional cube and Lindström [18], at Kruskal’s suggestion [16],
extended it to the MSP on the complex (face-lattice) of the d-cube. A solution of the
MSP for a complex gives a solution for the dual complex (see Section 1.1 of [9]) so
Lindstrom’s result implicitly contains the solution of the MSP for the d-crosspoly-
tope which is the dual of the d-cube. In 1977 Harper [8] gave solutions of the EIP
for the dodecahedron, icosahedron (in three dimensions) and the 24-vertex regular
convex polytope in four dimensions. In 1979 Berenguer and Harper [1] solved the
EIP for the 120-vertex regular solid in four dimensions. That leaves just one member
of Schläfli’s list (see [3]) of all regular convex polytopes, for which the EIP has not
been solved: It has 600 vertices and 1200 edges lying on 120 dodecahedral cells and
is the dual of the aforementioned 120-vertex polytope.
In general the EIP is NP-complete (see [5]), so the challenge of solving it on
a large graph is to use the special structure of the graph in a systematic way to
reduce the complexity of the problem. For a graph on n vertices, the straightforward
approach to the EIP is to evaluate |(S)| for all S ⊆ V and keep track of the min-
imum for each value of |S|. In 1979 this was impossible for the 24-vertex regular
solid since the number of subsets is 224  16 million. However, the theory of stabi-
lization (see [8] or [12]) shows that one need only consider “stable sets”, of which
there are just 39 for the 24-vertex solid, and gives an efficient way to produce them.
This made it possible to solve the EIP on the 24-vertex by hand. For the 120-vertex
solid, 2120  1036, but it has just 883 stable sets, which were generated by computer
[1]. The 600-vertex solid however has 2600  10180 sets of vertices. Berenguer and
Harper [1] estimated that it has about 32 million stable sets (which seemed very large
in 1979 but computers are much faster now). At Sergei Bezrukov’s suggestion we
recently attempted to generate them, but stopped after generating two billion stable
sets and getting nowhere near all of them. In examining the output, we now estimate
that there are about 1016 stable sets which at the rate we were going (on a 500 MHz
PC) would take 30,000 years to generate.
However, an accumulation of theoretical advances has recently opened up another
possibility. As detailed in [11], the EIP on the 600-vertex, or any regular solid, is
reducible to a maximum weight ideal (MWI) problem on its stability order. The
ideals of the stability order are exactly the stable sets (too many to generate) but
there is a natural notion of morphism for the MWI problem. The range of such a
morphism may be much smaller than the domain and have many fewer ideals, but
its MWI problem is essentially equivalent. In this paper we give the details of such a
morphism for the 600-vertex and the resulting solution of its EIP.
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2. MWI-morphisms
We first rework the definitions from [11] needed in this paper. Our presentation
here had to go a bit deeper since the exceptional cases for the 600-vertex are more
complicated than any problem considered there. However, it has led to some new
insights and an overall cleaner conceptual framework.
2.1. Weighted posets
Definition 1. A partially ordered set (poset), P = (P,), consists of a set, P , and
a binary relation, , on P , which is
1. reflexive: ∀x ∈ P , x  x;
2. antisymmetric: ∀x, y ∈ P , x  y and y  x imply x = y;
3. transitive: ∀x, y, z ∈ P , x  y and y  z imply y  z.
If more than one partial order relation is relevant to any discussion, we denote this
one by P.
Definition 2. If S ⊆ P, then
←−
S = {x ∈ P : ∃y ∈ S and x  y} .
If S =←−S , then S is called an ideal (or lower set or down-set, see [4]). Note that←−−
(
←−
S ) =←−S , so for any S ⊆ P,←−S is an ideal, the ideal generated by S. The set of all
ideals of P, partially ordered by containment, will be denoted I(P). Dually,
−→
S = {y ∈ P : ∃x ∈ S & x  y} .
If S = −→S , then S is called a filter. Again, −−→(−→S ) = −→S , so for any S ⊆ P, −→S is a
filter, the filter generated by S. Also, the complement of a filter is an ideal and vice
versa.
Definition 3. A function  : P → R+ is called a weight function. It extends to 2P
by additivity, i.e. for S ⊆ P,
(S) =
∑
x∈S
(x).
Definition 4. The MWI problem on P with weight , is to compute
MWI(P,; k) = max
I∈I(P)
|I |=k
(I ) ∀k ∈ Z+.
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There is good news and bad news about the MWI problem. The bad news is that
there is no polynomial bounded algorithm for it and not likely there will ever be one.
This follows from the following theorem (see [5] for terminology).
Theorem 1. The MWI problem is NP complete.
Proof. By reduction of Max Clique: Given a graph G = (V ,E, ∂) with no loops
or multiple edges, we may assume that E ⊆ (V2) and ∂ is the identity. Let P(G) =
V ∪ E, partially ordered by ⊆ and weighted by dimension (vertices have weight 0
and edges weight 1). To determine whetherG has a k-clique, k ∈ Z+, let i = k +
(
k
2
)
.
Then G has a k-clique iff MWI(P(G),; i) = (k2). 
This means that we must be satisfied with a nonpolynomial algorithm such as
“brute force” which generates all ideals to find optimal ones. The good news is that
there is an efficient, even elegant, way to generate all ideals: Given any total exten-
sion, T, of the partial order, P, the members of I(P) may be recursively generated in
lexicographic order (wrt T).
2.2. Quotients
If P and Q are weighted posets and ϕ : P → Q a many-one onto function from
which we hope to get a morphism for the MWI problem, what properties must it have?
Basically, it must “preserve” the structures which define the MWI problem, i.e.
1. partial order: x  y implies ϕ(x)  ϕ(y);
2. weights: ∀x ∈ Q, |x| = |ϕ−1(x)| defines a “cardinality function”, | · |, on Q.
Also, ∀x ∈ Q there must be a list of weights, (x, i), 1  i  |x|, such that
∀I ∈ I(ϕ−1(x)), the partial order on ϕ−1(x) being the one inherited from P,
(I ) 
∑
i|I | (x, i) and that inequality is sharp. This means that (x, i) =
MWI(ϕ−1(x),; i)−MWI(ϕ−1(x),; i− 1) or equivalently,(x, {1, . . . , i}) =
MWI(ϕ−1(x),; i).
Note that the set Q = {(x, i) : x ∈ Q and 1  i  |x|}, implicit in the preceding
discussion, has cardinality |Q| = |P |. It turns out that Q may be partially ordered
in several different, but natural, ways. The most obvious, and the strongest, is QST,
defined by (x, i) QST (y, j) if x <Q y or if x = y and i  j. In [11], this partial
order led us to define a function
MinShadow(x, y; j) = min
{∣∣∣←−J ∩ ϕ−1(x)∣∣∣ : J ∈ I(ϕ−1(y)) & |J | = j} .
Given MinShadow, we can define the weakest partial order, QWK, on Q, by
(x, i) QWK (y, j) if x Q y and i  MinShadow(x, y; j). Clearly, QWK ⊆QST ,
so I(QST) ⊆ I(QWK) which implies that
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MWI(QST,; k)  MWI(QWK,; k) ∀k ∈ Z+.
Now, given x ∈ Q and 0  i  |x|, let Ix,i ∈ I(ϕ−1(x)) be a (any) solution of
the MWI problem on ϕ−1(x) with |Ix,i | = i.
Lemma 1. If ϕ : P → Q is order and weight preserving (as defined above), then
1. For I ∈ I(QST) and x ∈ Q, let cI (x) = max {i : (x, i) ∈ I }. Then, by the defini-
tion of QST ,
ϕ−1(I ) =
⋃
x∈Q
Ix,cI (x) ∈ I(P),
so |ϕ−1(I )| = |I | and (ϕ−1(I )) = (I ). Therefore
MWI(P,; k)  MWI(QST,; k) ∀k ∈ Z+.
2. For I ∈ I(P) and x ∈ Q, let c′I (x) = |I ∩ ϕ−1(x)|. Then, by the definition of
QWK ,
ϕ(I ) =
⋃
x∈Q
{(x, i) : 1  i  c′I (x)} ∈ I(QWK),
so |ϕ(I)| = |I | and (ϕ(I ))  (I ). Therefore
MWI(P,; k)  MWI(QWK,; k) ∀k ∈ Z+.
The question then is, what additional conditions will make the inequalities of
Lemma 1 sharp?
2.3. The main definitions
2.3.1. Strong MWI-morphisms
In order to ensure that the inequality of Lemma 1.1 is an equality, we would need
to show that ∀I ∈ I(P), ∃I ′ ∈ I(QST) such that |I ′| = |I | and (I ′)  (I ). If this
is the case, we call ϕ : P → QST a strong MWI-morphism. However, an effective
demonstration of existence should be the result of an efficient algorithm. Such is the
following:
Definition 5. Let P be a poset with weight , Q a poset and ϕ : P → Q a function.
Then ϕ is a skeletal MWI-morphism, ϕ : P → QST, if
1. ϕ is order-preserving: ∀x, y ∈ P, x  y implies ϕ(x)  ϕ(y);
2. ϕ is weight-preserving: ∀x ∈ Q and 0  i  |x|,
Q(x, {1, . . . , i}) = MWI(ϕ−1(x),; i)
where ϕ−1(x) inherits its partial order, cardinality and weight from P.
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3. ∀x, y ∈ Q; ∀j, 0 < j  |y|; ∀i  MinShadow(x, y; j) either
(a) i + j  |x| and (dropping the subscript, Q, on )
(x, {1, . . . , i})+ (y, {1, . . . , j})  (x, {1, . . . , i + j})
or
(b) i + j > |x| and
(x, {1, . . . , i})+ (y, {1, . . . , j})  (x)+ (y, {1, . . . , i + j − |x|}).
Theorem 2. A skeletal MWI-morphism is a strong MWI-morphism.
Proof. Given I ∈ I(P) then, by Lemma 1.2, ϕ(I) ∈ I(QWK). If ϕ(I) ∈ I(QST),
we are done. If not, then ∃(x, i), (y, j) ∈ ϕ(I), x <Q y such that i =
∣∣I ∩ ϕ−1(x)∣∣ <
|x| , j = ∣∣I ∩ ϕ−1(y)∣∣ > 0 and x minimal, y maximal (in Q) wrt those properties.
Apply Definition 5.3 to x, y, decrementing j to 0 or augmenting i to |x| to pro-
duce I ′ ∈ I(QWK) with |I ′| = |ϕ(I)| = |I | and (I ′)  (ϕ(I ))  (I ). If I ′ ∈
I(QST) then we are done, but if not we have eliminated at least one pair, x, y which
prevented ϕ(I) from being a member of I(QST). We may continue in the same
manner until we do get J ∈ I(QST) with |J | = |I | and (J )  (I ). 
Remark 1. There is a sleight, but significant, difference between our Definition 5
and Definition 18 of [11]. Condition 3 of Definition 18 has been dropped, simulta-
neously simplifying and generalizing it. This was motivated by the fact that the ϕ we
use for the 600-vertex did not satisfy that Condition 3, but reflection showed that it
was not necessary.
2.3.2. Weak MWI-morphisms
To reverse the inequality of Lemma 1.2 and make it an equality, we would need to
show that ∀I ∈ I(QWK), ∃I ′ ∈ I(P) such that |I ′| = |I | and (I ′)  (I ). If this
is the case, we call ϕ : P → QWK a weak MWI-morphism. To make the definition
effective, we offer the following:
Definition 6. Let P be a weighted poset, Q a poset and ϕ : P → Q a function. Then
ϕ is a continuous MWI-morphism, ϕ : P → QWK, if
1. ϕ is order-preserving: ∀x, y ∈ P, x  y implies ϕ(x)  ϕ(y);
2. ϕ is weight-preserving: ∀x ∈ Q and 0  i  |x|,
Q(x, {1, . . . , i}) = MWI(ϕ−1(x),; i),
where ϕ−1(x) inherits its partial order, cardinality and weight from P.
3. ∀y ∈ Q, the MWI problem on ϕ−1(y) has nested solutions Iy,0 ⊂ Iy,1 ⊂ · · · ⊂
Iy,|y|, with |Iy,j | = j, which are also solutions of the MinShadow(x, y; j)
problem for every x, y ∈ Q and such that Ix,i = ϕ−1(x) ∩←−Iy,j when i =
MinShadow(x, y; j).
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Theorem 3. A continuous MWI-morphism is a weak MWI-morphism.
Proof. If I ∈ I(Qwk) and c(x) = max{i : (x, i) ∈ I } then
I ′ =
⋃
x∈Q
Ix,c(x) ∈ I(P),
|I ′| = |I | and (I ′) = (I ). 
Condition 3 in the definition of continuous MWI-morphism is so exacting that
it might seem vacuous but it does have exemplars in the literature. Many Macaulay
posets (see [4]), such as a finite Boolean lattice with elements weighted by their
marginal contribution to the shadow of a (any) stable set, make the rank function
a continuous MWI-morphism. In general however, the condition is an unlikely one
and difficult to verify even if true. Fortunately, the cases where we must appeal to it
are relatively simple.
Definition 7. ϕ : P → QIN, where QWK ⊆QIN ⊆QST , is an (intermediate)
MWI-morphism if
1. ϕ is order-preserving: ∀x, y ∈ P, x  y implies ϕ(x)  ϕ(y);
2. ϕ is weight-preserving: ∀x ∈ Q and 0  i  |x|,
Q(x, {1, . . . , i}) = MWI(ϕ−1(x),; i),
where ϕ−1(x) inherits its partial order, cardinality and weight from P.
(a) ∀I ∈ I(P), ∃I ′ ∈ I(QIN) such that |I ′| = |I | and (I ′)  (I ), and
(b) ∀I ∈ I(QIN), ∃I ′ ∈ I(P) such that |I ′| = |I | and (I ′)  (I ).
Theorem 4 (The Fundamental Lemma). If ϕ : P → Q is an MWI-morphism then
∀k ∈ Z+,
MWI(P,; k) = MWI(QIN,; k),
i.e. the MWI problem on P is equivalent to that on QIN.
2.4. How to repair broken inequalities
In [11] a number of examples of MWI-morphisms are given. Basically, MWI-
morphisms represent a divide-and-conquer method for solving an MWI problem,
the partition {ϕ−1(x) : x ∈ Q} giving the division of P into subposets representing
subproblems. But not every such partition will work (in fact very few will), so one
must know how to divide in order to conquer. The fundamental intuition behind the
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definition of a strong MWI-morphism is that the blocks of the partition must have
relatively high marginal weight so that for every cardinality there will be a solution
which is essentially a union of those blocks. Definition 5 just makes that intuition
quantitatively precise.
Finding the partitions of the Examples and Applications section of [11] required
a bit of fiddling which usually began by assuming that the problem has nested solu-
tions and then generating the total order for it by maximizing the marginal weight
of successive elements (starting with the null set). One can then examine that total
order and break it up into promising segments. A good breakpoint is usually preced-
ed by elements of relatively large weight and followed by those of relatively small
weight. The test for a partition is the inequalities of Definition 5.3. If some pair of
pairs, (x, i), (y, j) ∈ Q with x <Q y and i  MinShadow(x, y; j), does not satisfy
the inequality (in which case we call it broken and ((x, i), (y, j)) a breaking pair),
the partition may still be saved by showing that it does satisfy the more general
conditions for a strong MWI-morphism.
Definition 8. For ϕ : P → Q, order and weight preserving, let BP(ϕ) be the set of
all breaking pairs, ((x, i), (y, j)) in Q. Also, let
X(ϕ) = {x : ∃((x, i), (y, j)) ∈ BP(ϕ)},
Y (ϕ) = {y : ∃((x, i), (y, j)) ∈ BP(ϕ)}.
For x ∈ X(ϕ) let
BP(ϕ, x) = {y ∈ Y (ϕ) : ∃((x, i), (y, j)) ∈ BP(ϕ)},
and for y ∈ Y (ϕ) let
BP(ϕ, y) = {x ∈ X(ϕ) : ∃((x, i), (y, j)) ∈ BP(ϕ)}.
The examples and applications of [11] show how to cope with broken inequalities
in an ad hoc way but as more of them appear, we need to be more systematic. Suppose
that we have an ideal I ∈ I(P) and iteratively apply the process in the proof of
Theorem 2 to ϕ(I) ∈ I(QWK). At any step we have I ′ ∈ I(QWK). If ∃x <Q y such
that cI ′(x) = max{i : (x, i) ∈ I ′} < |x|, x minimal with respect to that property, and
cI ′(y) > 0, y maximal with respect to that property, for which the inequalities of
Definition 5.3 hold, then we say that I ′ is reducible. If x <Q y such that cI ′(x) <
|x| and cI ′(y) > 0 (so I ′ ∈ I(QST)), then we say that I ′ is completely reduced. If
I ′ ∈ I(QWK) is irreducible but not completely reduced, then
A = {x minimal in Q : ∃y ∈ Q and ((x, cI ′(x)), (y, cI ′(y))) ∈ BP(ϕ)}
is an antichain in X(ϕ) and
B = {y maximal in Q : ∃x ∈ Q and ((x, cI ′(x)), (y, cI ′(y))) ∈ BP(ϕ)}
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is an antichain in Y (ϕ). Furthermore, A and B are interlocking, in the sense that
1. ∀x ∈ A, ∅ /= −→x ∩ B ⊆ BP(x, ϕ) and
2. ∀y ∈ B, ∅ /=←−y ∩ A ⊆ BP(y, ϕ).
This follows directly from the definition of A,B and BP(ϕ).
Definition 9. 〈A,B〉 = {z ∈ Q : ∃x ∈ A, y ∈ B and x  z  y} .
Theorem 5. If ∀A ⊆ X(ϕ), B ⊆ Y (ϕ) interlocking antichains, and ∀i, j ∈ Z+,
(
←−
B − 〈A,B〉)+ MWI
((
Q −−→A −←−B
)
ST
,; i
)
+ MWI(〈A,B〉WK,; j)
 MWI
(
QST,;
∣∣∣←−B − 〈A,B〉∣∣∣+ i + j),
then ϕ : P → QST is an MWI-morphism.
Proof. Every I ∈ I(QWK) which is irreducible but not completely reduced, deter-
mines a pair of interlocking antichains, A ⊆ X(ϕ), B ⊆ Y (ϕ). With respect to A and
B, then the elements of I fall into three parts:
1. A constant part, I 0 =←−B − 〈A,B〉 ⊆ I, which is contained in all such ideals,
2. I ′ = I ∩ 〈A,B〉 ∈ I(〈A,B〉WK) and
3. I ′′ = I ∩ Q −−→A −←−B ∈ I
((
Q −−→A −←−B
)
ST
)
.
〈A,B〉 and Q −−→A −←−B are independent, in the sense that x ∈ 〈A,B〉, y ∈ Q −−→
A −←−B imply that x and y are incomparable (x y and x y). Thus every I ∈
I(QWK) is representable as I = I 0 + I ′ + I ′′ with I ′ ∈ I(〈A,B〉WK) and I ′′ ∈
I
((
Q −−→A −←−B
)
ST
)
being chosen independently. 
3. The calculation
In the previous sections we layed out the theory upon which our solution of the
EIP for the 600-vertex regular solid in four dimensions is based. In this section we
shall describe the actual calculation, step by step, explaining how certain choices
were made, showing intermediate results and explaining some small deviations from
the theory. The calculation consists of three major steps:
1. Reduction of the EIP to an MWI problem by stabilization.
2. Calculation of the quotient and verification of an MWI-morphism.
3. Solution of the MWI problem on the quotient (range of the MWI-morphism).
These are described in the following three subsections.
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3.1. Reducing the EIP
3.1.1. Representation
In order to do the calculation on a computer, we must have a representation of
the 600-vertex regular solid which the computer can recognize and manipulate. One
obvious possibility is to give it a list of vertices, four-tuples of real numbers. Such a
list is found in Section 8.7 of [3]. It consists of the permutations of (±2,±2, 0, 0),
(±√5,±1,±1,±1), (±τ,±τ,±τ,±τ−2), (±τ 2,±τ−1,±τ−1,±τ−1) along with
the even permutations of (±τ 2,±τ−2,±1, 0), (±√5,±τ−1,±τ, 0) and (±2,±1,
±τ,±τ−1) where τ = (1 +√5)/2, the golden mean. Obviously √5 and τ are irra-
tional and cannot be represented exactly by finite decimal expansions but we found
that the standard five decimal places of accuracy was sufficient. We call this set
V600.
3.1.2. Fricke–Klein point
The Fricke–Klein point, fk, may be any point in R4 which is not fixed by a sym-
metry of V600 (see [8]). However, we found it desirable to pick fk so that has a slightly
stronger property i.e. that the distances from fk to members of V600 be distinct. The
point we picked was
f k = (1.1,−2, 2.8, 1.6).
3.1.3. Reflective symmetries
A reflection in Rd is a linear transformation of the form
rλ(x) = x − 2(x · λ)λ,
where λ ∈ Rd , ‖λ‖ = 1 and x · λ =∑di=1 xiλi, the inner product of x and λ.
Hλ = {x ∈ Rd : x · λ = 0}
is the fixed hyperplane of rλ. Since any reflective symmetry of V600 must map some
x ∈ V600 to rλ(x) = y ∈ V600, x /= y, and then λ = ±(y − x)/(‖y − x‖), we can
find all the reflective symmetries of V600 by taking all differences of x, y ∈ V600
and normalizing. We just eliminate those which do not give symmetries. Actually,
we used V120, the dual of V600 which has the same symmetry group (and whose
representation is also given in Section 8.7 of [3]) since it had occurred in a previous
calculation. In Section 12.6 of [3], Coxeter shows that there are 60 such reflective
symmetries for V120 and V600. We chose the orientation of λi so that f k · λi < 0 and
then ordered the set,
 = {λ1, λ2, . . . λ60},
so that −(f k · λi) < −(f k · λi+1).
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3.1.4. Basic reflections
Coxeter’s theory of groups generated by reflections shows that the fixed hyper-
planes of reflection in  partition R4 into 14,400 congruent connected components
called chambers, each a simplex with one face at infinity. The chamber which con-
tains the Fricke–Klein point is called fundamental. The reflections whose fixed hy-
perplanes bound the fundamental chamber constitute a basis (minimal generating
set) of the group. For finite Coxeter groups in Rd , bases have cardinality d . Since
−(f k · λi) is just the distance from fk to Hλi , λ1 is obviously a basis element and the
same holds for λ2. However, λ3 may not be basic. It will be unless the perpendicular
from fk to Hλ3 passes through Hλ1 or Hλ2 before it gets to Hλ3 . In general this is
equivalent to the equation
(f k + tλi) · λh = 0
having a solution 0 < t < −(f k · λi) for some h, 1  h < i.
Theorem 6. λi is basic iff ∀h < i,
λi · λh  f k · λh
f k · λi .
Proof. 0 = (f k + tλi) · λh = f k · λh + t (λi · λh). If λi · λh = 0 there is no solu-
tion. If λi · λh /= 0 the solution is
t = −(f k · λh)
λi · λh ,
which is < 0 if λi · λh < 0. If λi · λh > 0,
−(f k · λh)
λi · λh = t < −(f k · λi)
is equivalent to
λi · λh > f k · λh
f k · λi ,
whose negation is
λi · λh  f k · λh
f k · λi . 
3.1.5. The stability order
The Matsumoto–Verma Theorem (see [13]) shows that the (weak and strong) sta-
bility orders on V600 are ranked and that the rank function is the same for both. This
means that V600 is partitioned into ranks, V600,r , r = 0, 1, 2, . . . and that members
of V600,r are covered by members of V600,r+1. V600,0 consists of the single vertex
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contained in the closure of the fundamental chamber. It is also the vertex closest to
f k, the Fricke–Klein point. Given that we know V600,r for r  0, then
V600,r+1 = {rλ′i (x) : x ∈ V600,r , λ′i · x < 0, i = 1, 2, 3, or 4}.
The covering relation in the (strong) stability order is then given by x y if, for
some r , x ∈ V600,r , y ∈ V600,r+1 and rλi (x) = y for some i, 1  i  60 (λi need not
be basic but necessarily λi · x < 0).
3.1.6. The weight, 
In the text following Theorem 3 of [11] it is noted that the EIP on the graph of
any regular solid is equivalent to the MWI problem on its stability order,S, with the
weight function
(x) = |{y ∈ V : ∃e ∈ E, (e) = {x, y} and y <S x}|.
The edges of the solid generated by V600 are characterized by vertices at minimum
distance
M = min{‖x − y‖ > 0 : x, y ∈ V600}.
The Fricke–Klein order (FK, the total order on V given by increasing distance
from fk) may be substituted for S in the definition of  since neighboring vertices
are always comparable in S. So for V600 we have
(x) = |{y ∈ V600 : ‖x − y‖ = M and y <FK x}|.
The degree of any member of V600 is 4 so 0  (x)  4 and since it is connected,
0 is achieved only by the initial, and 4 only by the terminal, vertex with respect to
FK.
3.2. Calculating the quotient, Q
3.2.1. Finding ϕ
As noted at the end of Section 2, finding the function ϕ : P → Q generally re-
quires “a bit of fiddling”. For the 600-vertex however, there is another source of
information: the solutions of the EIP for the other regular solids. These all suggest
the hypothesis that for the 600-vertex we can find solutions which are unions of faces
(dodecahedral cells). That pattern also holds for regular tesselations (see [10]) which
are infinite analogues of regular convex polytopes. This leads to the following defini-
tion for ϕ : V600 → V120. Recall that the elements of V120 and V600 are represented
as points in R4, as given in Section 8.7 of [3]. Having chosen a Fricke–Klein point,
fk, the stability orders,S600 andS120 on V600 and V120 respectively, are determined.
Then
∀x ∈ V600, ϕ(x) = min{y ∈S120 : ‖y − x‖ = m},
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where
m = min{‖y′ − x′‖ : x′ ∈ V600, y′ ∈ V120}.
For a fixed x ∈ V600 the elements of the set {y ∈ V120 : ‖y − x‖ = m} are the
vertices of the tetrahedral face centered on x. S120, restricted to that face, is the
stability order of a tetrahedron and thus has a unique minimal element (see [8]) which
is the designated ϕ(x). For a fixed y ∈ V120, ϕ−1(y) ⊆ {x ∈ V600 : ‖y − x‖ = m}, a
dodecahedral face. ϕ−1(y) is the subset of the vertices of that dodecahedral face
which are not on lower (in S120) neighboring faces.
If we can verify that this function ϕ : V600 → V120 does give an MWI-morphism,
then it will surely solve our problem. The stability order on V120 has 883 ideals. Since
its width (maximum size of an antichain) is 4 (see [1]) and we can expect that the
cardinality of ϕ−1(y) for most of those y’s in 4-antichains will be near the average,
600/120 = 5, the number of ideals in the quotient should be about 883(5)4 < 106, a
number easily manageable by our 500 MHz PC. There may well be ϕ’s whose range
has an even smaller number of ideals than the one we have chosen, but the effort
required (in this case) to look for them would seem wasted. In other cases, however,
there may be some point to it and we shall mention some of the possibilities for
improvement in our comments at the end.
3.2.2. The MinShadow function
We calculated MinShadow(x, y; j), for x, y ∈ V120 and 1  j  |y| with a vari-
ant of the program that was written to solve the MWI problem by brute force (see
Section 3.3). It calculated the ideals of S600 which are generated by members of
ϕ−1(y), in lexicographic order. For each such I and ∀x ∈ V120, the cardinalities
|I ∩ ϕ−1(x)| were calculated and MinShadow(x, y; j) updated. It was necessary
to calculate the function for all pairs, not just those for which x <S120 y, because
it turned out, to our surprise, that there are other pairs for which MinShadow(x, y;
|y|) > 0. All such have x <FK y, so they induce a partial order on V120 which is
stronger thanS120 but still a suborder of FK.V120, endowed with this induced partial
order, is the quotient, Q.
3.2.3. The local MWI-function
MWI(ϕ−1(x),; i) essentially gives the weighting of (x, i) ∈ Q and completes
the calculation of QST. We calculated it for all x ∈ Q by the brute force method
of Section 3.3. Having MWI(ϕ−1(x),; i) for all x ∈ Q, we then calculated
MWI(QST,; i) (which we hope will be MWI(P,; i) and is necessary for justi-
fying the reduction by Theorem 5), also by brute force.
3.2.4. Checking inequalities
Having calculated the MinShadow and local MWI functions, verifying (or falsi-
fying) the inequalities of Definition 5.4 was straightforward. The great majority (out
of about 104) were validated but there were also 127 broken inequalities.
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3.2.5. Repairing broken inequalities
We generated all pairs of interlocking antichains A ⊆ X(ϕ), B ⊆ Y (ϕ) by
1. Generating all antichains B ⊆ Y (ϕ). Since there is a one-to-one correspondence
between ideals and antichains (the maximal elements of an ideal are an antichain
which generates the original ideal), we used the routine for generating ideals, and
for each ideal identified its maximal elements.
2. Given B we found all antichains A ⊆⋃y∈B BP(ϕ, y) satisfying the additional
conditions.
For each such pair, A,B we verified the inequality of Theorem 5.
3.3. Solving the MWI problem on Q
3.3.1. Generating ideals
Given any total extension, T (we used the Fricke–Klein order), of the partial order
Q, I(Q) may be efficiently generated in lexicographic order. All we need to know
about Q is the set of elements,
cov(x) = {y ∈ Q : xQ y},
which cover x in Q. Let I : Q → {0, 1} be the indicator function (i.e. an array wrt T)
of any ideal in Q. Initialize it to all 0’s, representing the empty ideal. If I is all 1’s,
representing the ideal Q, then we are done. If I is not all 1’s then let i0 = min{i :
I (i) = 0}. We generate I ′, by setting I ′(i) := I (i) for i > i0, I ′(i0) := 1 and for
h = i0 − 1 down to 1 recursively setting
I ′(h) :=
{
1 if ∃j ∈ cov(h) such that I ′(j) = 1,
0 otherwise.
Lemma 2. If I /= Q is an ideal in Q then I ′ is also an ideal, its successor in lexi-
cographic order on the set of all ideals.
3.3.2. Generating ideals of QST
Given an ideal, I, of Q we then identify the set, M , of maximal elements of I.
The ideals I ′ ∈ I(QST) for which
{x ∈ Q : ∃(x, i) ∈ I ′} = I,
may then be generated by letting c run through all of its possible values, 0 < c(x) 
|x|, ∀x ∈ M, in lexicographic order. For each one we calculate |I ′| and (I ′) and
update MWI(P,; k) if necessary. This gave us the solution of the MWI problem on
V600 which is tabulated in the Appendix.
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By the theory of Section 3.1 this is also the solution of the internal E-I problem
which is equivalent to the external E-I problem on regular graphs. Thus the E-I
problem on V600 has been solved.
3.4. Variations and extensions
3.4.1. Dualing dualities
In Section 3.2.1, based upon experience with other regular solids, we conjectured
that the map, ϕ : V600 → V120, defined by duality of convex polytopes
∀x ∈ V600, ϕ(x) = min{y ∈ x∗},
where x∗ is the tetrahedral face of V120 centered on x and minimization is with
respect to S120, gives an MWI-morphism. That has now been proven. The order-
theoretic dual map ϕ∗ : V600 → V120 defined by
∀x ∈ V600, ϕ(x) = max{y ∈ x∗}
will also give an MWI-morphism and one expects that their pushout (see pp. 65–66
of [19]), ϕ ∧ ϕ∗ : V600 → V120 would also. This process, though not yet completely
understood, has a good track record on the smaller exceptional regular convex poly-
topes. It also works on the cubes in all dimensions. Since the dual of the d-cube is
the d-crosspolytope, whose stability order is total, this may be used as a new method
of proof for the E-I problem on the d-cube. It also works for the d-simplex, which is
self-dual (the Kruskal–Katona Theorem). However, since we had no need of further
simplification for the 600-vertex, we did not make use of it.
3.4.2. Repairing broken inequalities (continued from Section 2.4)
If ϕ : P → Q does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5, then it may still be
saved but not as a strong MWI-morphism.
Theorem 7. If ∀A ⊆ X(ϕ), B ⊆ Y (ϕ) interlocking antichains, ϕ, restricted to
〈A,B〉 is a continuous MWI-morphism, then ϕ : P → QIN is an MWI-morphism,
where (x, i) QIN (y, j) if
1. ∃A ⊆ X(ϕ) and B ⊆ Y (ϕ) which are interlocking antichains, such that x, y ∈
〈A,B〉 and (x, i) QWK (y, j), or if not, but
2. (x, i) QST (y, j).
3.4.3. Stronger orders?
The intuitive requirement for a strong MWI-morphism is that ∀x ∈ Q, ϕ−1(x)
have a relatively high marginal average weight. In Definition 5 this is reflected in
the comparison between ϕ−1(x) and ϕ−1(y) for x < y. It seems reasonable then
to extend the same comparisons to x, y ∈ Q which are incomparable. We may in
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fact, strengthen <Q arbitrarily (as long as the required inequalities are satisfied)
and the stronger <Q, then the smaller I(Q). The ultimate strengthening would
be to make Q a total order. Again, we did not try this with the 600-vertex because
it was not necessary. Also, it seemed dubious that a total order, such as the Frick-
Klein order, would work. If it did, the resulting solution sets would be nested and
since the 120-vertex does not have nested solutions, the 600-vertex is not likely to
either.
Another possible extension of the notion of skeletal MWI-morphism is to allow
Q to be a quasiorder. If x ≈ y then it would require for each i, j that the inequalities
of Definition 5.3 would hold as if x < y or y < x.
3.4.4. The minimum shadow problem on regular solids
As noted in Section 1.1, the MSP has been solved on the complexes of the three
standard families of regular convex polytopes (simplices, cubes and crosspolytopes).
They are all Macaulay. The solutions of the EIP for the dodecahedron and icosahe-
dron together give a solution for their common MSP, in fact they are Macaulay. The
24-vertex regular solid (in four dimensions) is probably Macaulay but the MSP for
the one- and two-dimensional faces remains to be solved. Since that just involves a
96× 96 bipartite graph which may be reduced by stabilization, it should be easy. The
120-vertex (and 600-vertex) complex however, may still present a challenge, since
the largest rank has 1200 elements and that can only be reduced to 720 by duality.
Also, it is not Macaulay (does not even have nested solutions), so only 2 out of the(4
2
) = 6 cases (determined by pairs of ranks from {0, 1, 2, 3}) have been solved.
3.4.5. Products of regular solids
The graph of the rectangular product of convex polytopes is the product of their
graphs. In [11] the principle application of MWI-morphisms was to solve the EIP
on the pairwise product of Petersen graphs. The Petersen graph may be regarded as
the graph of a tesselation of the projective plane. Anyway, the products of graphs
of regular solids which have nested solutions still present interesting challenges for
MWI-morphisms.
3.4.6. Vertex-isoperimetric problems
MWI-morphisms may possibly be used to solve the vertex-isoperimetric problem
(VIP) on the graph of the 600-vertex. Stabilization applies to the VIP, just as it does
to the EIP, giving the same stability order, S600 (see [12]). The weight is different
though,
(x) = |{y ∈ V600 : {x, y} ∈ E600 and ({y, z} ∈ E600 implies z S600 x)}|.
For S ∈ I(S600),(S) =∑x∈S (x) is the number of internal vertices in S. This
works because the vertex figure of y (the dual cell centered at y) is a tetrahedron
whose triangular faces, corresponding to the edges from y, are totally ordered by
stabilization.
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Appendix
The solution of MWI problem on V600:
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
MWI(V600,-; k) 0 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 10 12 13 15 16 18 20
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
21 23 25 27 30 31 32 34 35 37 38 40 41 43 45 46 48
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
50 52 55 56 58 59 61 62 64 66 67 68 71 73 76 77 79
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
80 82 84 85 87 89 91 94 95 97 98 100 102 103 105 107
66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79
109 112 113 115 116 118 121 120 123 125 127 130 131 133
80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93
135 136 138 140 142 145 146 148 149 151 153 154 156 158
94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107
160 163 164 166 168 169 171 173 175 178 179 181 183 184
108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121
186 188 190 193 194 196 198 199 210 203 205 208 210 211
122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135
213 215 217 220 221 223 225 227 230 231 233 234 236 238
136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149
239 241 243 245 248 249 251 253 254 256 258 260 263 264
150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163
266 268 269 271 273 275 278 279 281 283 285 286 288 290
164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177
293 295 296 298 300 302 305 306 308 310 312 315 316 318
178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191
320 321 323 325 327 330 331 333 335 337 338 340 342 345
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192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205
347 348 350 352 354 357 358 360 362 364 367 368 370 372
206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219
374 375 377 379 382 384 385 387 389 391 394 395 397 399
220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233
401 404 405 407 409 411 412 414 416 419 421 422 424 426
234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247
428 431 432 434 436 438 441 442 444 446 448 450 451 453
248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261
456 458 460 461 463 465 468 470 471 473 475 478 480 481
262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275
483 485 487 490 491 493 495 497 500 501 503 505 507 510
276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289
511 513 515 517 520 521 523 525 527 530 531 533 535 537
290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303
540 541 543 545 547 550 551 553 555 557 560 561 563 565
304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317
567 579 571 573 575 577 580 581 583 585 587 590 591 593
318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331
595 597 600 601 603 605 607 610 611 613 615 617 620 621
332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345
623 625 627 630 631 633 635 637 640 641 643 645 647 650
346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359
651 653 655 657 660 662 663 665 667 670 672 674 676 678
360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373
681 682 684 686 688 691 692 694 696 698 701 702 704 706
374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387
708 711 713 715 717 720 721 723 725 727 730 731 733 735
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388 389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401
737 740 741 743 745 747 750 752 754 756 759 760 762 764
402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415
766 769 770 772 774 775 779 780 782 784 786 789 791 793
416 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 427 428 429
795 798 799 801 803 805 808 810 812 815 816 818 820 822
430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443
825 826 828 830 832 835 837 838 840 842 845 847 849 851
444 445 446 447 448 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457
854 855 857 859 861 864 866 868 871 872 874 876 878 881
458 459 460 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 468 469 470 471
883 885 888 889 891 893 895 898 900 902 905 907 910 911
472 473 474 475 476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483 484 485
913 915 917 920 921 923 925 927 930 931 933 935 937 940
486 487 488 489 490 491 492 493 494 495 496 497 498 499
942 944 946 949 950 952 954 956 959 961 963 966 967 969
500 501 502 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511 512
971 973 976 978 980 983 984 986 988 990 993 995 997
513 514 515 516 517 518 519 520 521 522 523
1000 1002 1005 1006 1008 1010 1012 1015 1017 1019 1022
524 525 526 527 528 529 530 531 532 533 534
1023 1025 1027 1029 1032 1034 1036 1039 1041 1044 1045
535 536 537 538 539 540 541 542 543 544 545
1047 1049 1051 1054 1056 1058 1061 1063 1066 1067 1069
546 547 548 549 550 561 552 553 564 555 556
1071 1073 1076 1078 1080 1083 1085 1088 1089 1091 1093
557 558 559 560 561 562 563 564 565 566 567
1095 1098 1100 1102 1105 1107 1110 1112 1115 1116 1118
568 569 570 571 572 573 574 575 576 577 578
1120 1122 1125 1127 1128 1132 1134 1137 1139 1142 1144
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579 580 581 582 583 584 585 586 587 588 589
1147 1150 1151 1153 1155 1157 1160 1162 1164 1167 1169
590 591 592 593 594 595 596 597 598 599 600
1172 1174 1177 1179 1182 1185 1187 1190 1193 1196 1200
.
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